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Vision

Every child in every classroom is able to read their blackboard and make meaning.

The Problem

Lack of contextual content to teach english as second/third language
Lack of relevant support for teachers to deal with different learning levels of students
Lack of simple learning tools that children can use independently

Our Solution

Visual and contextual content to accelerate english reading skills in primary grades

Support for teachers to reach children with different learning levels

Regular assessment to monitor learning progress of children

Tarkeybein wants to empower every child with reading and meaning making skills. For this, we 
have created a english language curriculum for primary school children from kindergarten to 
grade 3. We collaborate with NGO's and schools to implement our curriculum. The USP of our 
curriculum is that it has been created with children.  The  focus is on building their confidence and 
removing their fear of the english language.
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Tarkeybein Education Foundation (TEF)

What We Do:

Who We Are:
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Pilot Project and Impact:

Every child is born with a sense to observe and make meaning from the world around. 

Our learning tools nurture these innate abilities to build language skills in children.Therefore, 
our content focuses on helping children build connections between their learning and the real 
world.

To build children’s ability to express and share, they need to feel valued and appreciated. Con-
sequently, we have blended aspects of social-emotional well-being with language learning con-
tent. We have designed experiences which focus on building relationships between students 
and teachers.
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Harvard Graduate School of Education (Centre on the Developing Child, Project Zero, 
Good Work)
Noam Chomsky, Steven Pinker and Stephen Krashen on Linguisitic Development
d. School, Stanford University on Design Thinking principles
Design for Change and Riverside School on social-emotional learning

50 children from Delhi Govt. Schools 65 RTE Children from Delhi Public School, Mathura Road
(Grades 2&3). More than 70 percent of our pilot cohort learnt to read in 120 hours.

Theory of Change:

Research Impacting our Design:



We have designed using Characterization of Alphabets and 
Visualization of Phonic Sounds.

This helps children in making connections and faster grasping of 
both alphabet patterns and their sounds
Creativity is an important aspect of the book. Children play with 
alphabets rather than just rote learning them.

A sample page from StumbleUpOn
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StumbleUPon
Tarkeybein’s Alphabet Book



We have used bilingual words to take children from what they already 
know to learning to read.

Visualization of words helps in building their vocabulary.
Children learn to read with meaning.
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A sample page from StumbleUpOn

A sample page from StumbleUpOn

I Can Read
Tarkeybein ’s Alphabet Book

MAN ON MAT



Good Morning Comic

Bad Morning Comic

Children interpret comics to build skills to 
understand the process of reading events in a 

sequence.

Comics also help in building the skill of 
reading as thinking. This helps in easier 

comprehension of the text.
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Comics
Tarkeybein ’s Alphabet Book
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Services we offer:

A year-long on field support for 
teachers. We focus on role-model-
ling and relationship-building as 
tools for transformation.

Evidence from research based 
interventions show that Contextual 
& Visual learning content helps 
children grasp reading faster.

Bilingual animated videos to learn 
english alphabet and reading for 
children, teachers and parents. 
They can be used on any platform.

A easy to understand assessment 
rubric that helps teachers identify 
the learning stage of each child in 
the language acquisition process.

Assessment Digital Learning

CV Methodology Teacher Support
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